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Integrated Suite of Powerful Applications
Designed for Custom Light-Steel Framing Business
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Genesis has pioneered the development of tailored software packages for the Light Steel 
Framing (LSF) industry since the company’s inception in 1997. A dedicated in-house 
team of experienced R & D professionals have produced a suite of integrated software 
applications that have set the standard for the LSF industry. Based upon a methodology 
for continuous improvement these applications are consistently updated with the very 
latest industry related information. The experience of designing, manufacturing and 
erecting a myriad of projects all around the world provides the platform for the relentless 
pursuit for improvement.   

The Genesis suite of software applications are modular in concept and are readily 
customizable to meet the requirements of both Genesis Solution Providers (GSP) and 
Genesis Licensees. An unlimited functionality combined with a clear focus on industry 
specific needs provides an integrated yet cost effective web-based and thin-client 
compliant suite of applications, which are readily deployed and easily maintained. 
In addition to its proprietary structural design, framing and production planning 
modules Genesis has developed resource, information, cost and customer relationship 
management software tools which are seamlessly integrated to ensure that your day-to-
day business is run efficiently in real time and on one unique platform.     

A True Turnkey Software Suite Developed to 
Efficiently Support a Light-Steel Framing Business 

Genesis Software Platform

Web-based 
and thin-client 
compliant



Structural Engineering & Framing Design

StructuralDesigner combines in one single application nine 
modules that are simple to use and customized to the specific 
needs of the LSF structural engineer. StructuralDesigner 
consists of Beam Joist Designer, Wall Stud Designer, Connection 
Designer, Web Crippling Checker, Shear Wall Designer, Top Stud 
Designer, Lateral Load Designer, Building Data & Design Load 
Calculator and Section Property Finder.

The suite of calculation and selection modules provide all the 
tools required to efficiently and accurately select the right 
structural components for framing. Whether designing custom 
wall and floor systems or lateral resistance systems these tools 
eliminate any table-reading and manual calculations and 
consequently significantly reduce the possibility of errors. All 
the efforts of the structural engineer are therefore optimized 
and focused on value-added design work resulting in the 
timely and cost effective delivery of estimates and projects.

VirtualDesigner is an advanced 3D modeling tool 
which enables cost analysts to obtain detailed material 
specifications including weight, lengths, panel counts, and 
crucial cost information for any project. VirtualDesigner 
enables a cost analyst to accurately and quickly pre-frame 
a structure without the risk of excluding or duplicating 
components, and provides data for the generation of 
powerful cost information. The detailed exports can 
be reviewed and run against the Genesis QuoteBuilder 
application to generate comprehensive labor and material 
costing. VirtualDesigner improves the accuracy and reliability 
of cost analysis and can be used to determine the entire 
project cost. VirtualDesigner also provides a graphical 3D 
output of each structure, offering a unique marketing tool 
during the project bidding phase. The 3D model affords 
the potential customer a clear understanding of what the 
framing solution will look like and what is included before 
manufacturing.

FrameBuilder is an advanced 3D modeling tool that 
integrates Genesis engineering and construction 
knowledge with years of specific LSF engineering 
experience. This allows designers to create complete 
3D parametric models based upon specifically defined 
engineering data. The application framing and 
calculation process runs continuously on the creation of 
new objects and modification of existing objects. Wall, 
floor and roof panels are custom entities and behave 
in the software as real life objects. Validation routines 
verify key aspects of model design, generating a report 
that identities any threshold exceeding allowable 
standards. Reports provide data which designers utilize 
to promptly modify and correct any design issues. 
FrameBuilder contains a proprietary member’s data 
base that includes numerous base product profiles 
in addition to unique proprietary joist products. This 
proprietary parts database has been designed to allow 
for future expansion and configuration. Outputs from 
FrameBuilder include automated detailed fabrication 
drawings and comprehensive material export files which 
are seamlessly integrated into our Genesis Enterprise 
Management (GEM) system.



Enterprise Management

EstimatingManager provides 
a centralized platform for the 
management and tracking of 
project estimates, specifically 
for standard costs such as the 
number and weights of panels, 
trusses, joists, red steel. It also 
allows hosting database and 
archives for the cost estimation 
of project specific elements 
such as fabrication, installation, 
labor, material and services. The 
Estimates Change history report 
provides a detailed audit of all 
changes to estimate values. 
Project estimates filter through 
to the Job Costing report which 
provides a comparison of actual 
versus estimated costs and 
variance calculations.

QuoteBuilder translates 
VirtualDesigner export files into 
detailed material summary and 
pricing files. VirtualDesigner 
drawing files include all material 
and data required to accurately 
price a Genesis LSF building. The 
QuoteBuilder summary provides 
the number of panels, and type, 
number, and unique length 
of all material components. In 
addition, weight and area are 
calculated to allow for accurate 
costing of fabrication, labor, 
shipping costs and other key 
job costing factors. The output 
is provided in a pre-configured 
Microsoft Excel format that 
allows for simple management 
and local modifications if 
required. It also allows for 
management of multiple price 
lists by vendor or version.

ProposalBuilder is a sales 
proposal generator that allows 
the sales organization to 
create, track and store accurate 
customer proposals. Proposals 
contain all the proposed project 
inclusions and exclusions, as 
well as a value comparison 
against competitive solutions. 
ProposalBuilder ensures that an 
approved process is followed 
prior to any output being 
delivered to the customer. This 
control allows enforcement 
of multiple standards such 
as a minimum value price 
check against a sales region 
master table, thus improving 
accuracy and consequently 
the opportunity to convert the 
proposal to a sale.

SalesBuilder is a pipeline 
management and reporting 
tool, providing centralized 
prospect and customer 
information. SalesBuilder 
provides account managers and 
sales managers with the ability 
to easily create and manage 
multiple projects at one time. 
The sales team can easily create 
track and collaborate on every 
item in the sales pipeline, 
allowing for a consistent proven 
winning approach to every deal 
in the pipeline. Comprehensive 
progress and trend reporting 
provide sales managers with 
key performance feedback on 
their sales.

Genesis Enterprise Management (GEM) is recognized as the most advanced 
application available for use in managing all related aspects of a successful 
LSF business. This centralized software application provides complete process 
automation, enabling accurate measurement and tracking of customer 
projects from the estimating, sales, and purchasing phases through to 
production shipping, installation, invoicing, and field incident reporting. 
Additionally GEM manages the production workforce and key metrics are 
provided for managing and monitoring the production staff and specific 
industrial lines (MOT, C4, CTJ), providing targeted results to help maximize 
the facility efficiencies. Incorporating wireless handheld technology with bar 
coding, GEM also enables monitoring and control of the status of each light-
steel components, panel, truss or joist through the entire production, delivery 
and installation cycle.

ProjectManager provides tools 
for the complete management 
of a LSF project from its creation 
to material importing and status 
tracking. Once a project has 
been initialized the work order 
hierarchy can be created and 
panel, joist and truss material 
can be imported automatically. 
The Project Status dashboard 
includes complete tracking and 
reporting of all critical project 
steps, providing visibility to all 
stakeholders.



ProductionManager comprises 
of Workforce Management, 
Production Management, 
Inventory and Shipping and 
includes receiving functions 
together with productivity and 
production reporting. Workforce 
Management performs the role 
of creation and scheduling of 
production employees, and 
leverages automated payroll 
rules to translate employee 
clock swipes into approved 
time records for payroll. The 
Job Administrator dashboard 
provides tools to manage 
priorities from production, 
loading and shipping. A 
real-time coil inventory is also 
included, systematically drawing 
down coil lengths as members 
are produced by the MOT roll-
forming system.

InvoicingManager allows 
for the creation of project 
specific invoice templates and 
launching of project invoices. 
This streamlined process ensures 
consistency of all invoices and 
accuracy of billing. Change 
request management is also 
included and provides for a 
seamless mechanism to create 
and bill for change orders.

PurchasingManager provides 
the ability to create job 
specific or standard purchase 
requisitions for approval. Once 
approved requisitions can 
be converted to purchase 
orders for external issuance. 
Purchase orders automatically 
apply user-selected vendor 
prices lists against the Genesis 
product library. This results in a 
consistent, accurate and time 
saving process. Coil requirement 
reporting is included and is a key 
element in forecasting project 
needs for raw steel coils and 
allows the purchaser to operate 
a just-in-time policy.

JobsiteManager provides 
installers and project managers 
with online access to production 
status, site deliveries, daily 
journal entries, and installation 
instructions. Daily journal entries 
can be entered from any mobile 
device (with internet access) and 
can contain attachments such as 
photos or documents.

The installer Dashboard is 
each installer’s private portal 
to view his assigned projects, 
track product status and 
deliveries, download, view and 
print drawings, details, project 
specifications, change orders 
and inspection reports.

TimeManager is a time 
tracking tool utilized by 
salaried employees across the 
organization to record their 
work time and activities in detail. 
TimeManager also includes 
a suite of management and 
payroll reports. TimeManager 
allows for comprehensive time 
tracking and is essential for 
reporting on customer billable 
activities as well as further 
understanding the activities of 
all salaried employees’.

Software as  a 
Service (SaaS)



Collaboration Portal

InfoX is an information exchange 
application and a collaboration 
tool used for communication 
with Genesis, including requests 
for information and drawing 
issuances. Project subscription 
lists can be configured so all 
relevant parties are kept fully up 
to date on all communication 
and issuances.  

ProjectShowcase is a searchable 
collection of the Genesis 
Network project profiles, 
including project description 
and uploaded images and/
or files. Users can browse the 
showcase and submit their own 
projects for inclusion. Project 
images can be downloaded for 
marketing and other use.

IQNet is a searchable knowledge 
base including documentation 
which covers sales and marketing, 
cost analysis, software, engineering 
and design, manufacturing, project 
management and site installation. 
Users can search for documents 
matching user defined text, and 
results are returned in order of 
applicability.

Gnet stands for Genesis’ information portal and 
allows any employee within the Genesis Global 
Network to have access to the most up-to-date 
information and tools. It helps all employees 
communicate and collaborate efficiently by 
exchanging collateral and project related 
information (contracts, specifications, drawings, 
etc) around the world. The key modules of 
Gnet include Project Showcase (300+ projects 
gallery), InfoX (information exchange), IQnet (LSF 
knowledge library), and QuoteRequest (estimate 
request submission tool). The Gnet portal 
allows all users in the Genesis community to 
communicate seamlessly with each other anytime 
anywhere.

QuoteRequest allows sales 
representatives to submit projects 
for estimate qualification. Requests 
are automatically routed to the 
appropriate Engineer/Estimator to 
act upon. By submitting project 
details as well as the relevant files 
attachments the project can be 
analyzed then qualified/quoted or 
rejected with justification with a 
quick turn around.  



Software Packages Available to GSP’s and Licensees
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A Fully 
Customizable 
and Scalable 
Software 
Platform



This document has been published for the purpose of providing information of a general nature only. Further, no guarantee, warranty, or any other form of assurance is given as to 
the accuracy, currency or completeness of the information provided. Accordingly, any reliance on, or use, by you of any information contained within this document for any purpose 
whatsoever shall be entirely at your own risk, and any liability to you is expressly disclaimed to the maximum extent permitted by law.

All Logos are trademarks of Genesis Worldwide Inc.

Copyright® 2009 Genesis Worldwide Inc. Reproduction of any part of this document is prohibited, except with the prior written consent of Genesis Worldwide Inc.

Contact Us

Genesis Software Packages consist of a complete suite of integrated focused applications continuously 
enhanced to provide new business entrepreneurs or experienced construction professionals all the tools 
required to efficiently run a Light-Steel Framing Business on one unique platform.

For more information, please contact us at:

www.genesisworldwide.com

Email: info@genesisworldwide.com 
Toll Free (North America):  +1.866.311.3711 
Phone: +1 (905) 879.9000

10877 Keele Street, Bldg. A 
Vaughan, Ontario L6A 0K6  Canada


